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Day 9 Challenge - Greener

Product : Yes To Tom at oes Det oxifying Charcoal Cleanser

Overall Hazard Rat ing: 9

Hazardous Ingredient s: Fragrance, Glyceryl Undecylenate, Sodium Coco-Sulfate

Fragrance has the highest hazard rating of 9. It is rated 9 because there is no definite list of 
ingredients which make up the fragrance in this product. Companies are not required to list what 
their fragrance is made of which most of the time is a mix of natural and synthetic ingredients. 
Usually fragrance contains phthalates which are harmful constituents. 

Alt ernat ive: Acure Organics Facial Cleansing Crem e Argan Oil and Mint

 

Found on: Think Dirty App

Cost : Yes To Tomatoes Cleanser - $9.52

 Acure Cleanser - $9.99

The Acure Cleanser is a safer and healthier choice because: 

All of it?s ingredients are considered clean on the Think Dirty App meaning they pose almost no 
harm to myself or the environment.

This product is known to be organic whereas when I purchased the Yes To Tomatoes product I 
wasn?t thinking about whether it was organic or not. No where on the bottle does it say it?s organic 
so I know that the Acure Cleanser is much safer for the environment.

I will make the switch. This was my first time buying the Yes To Tomatoes Cleanser because before I 
was using my dad?s facial wash which I soon realized was very harmful to my sensitive skin. I 
bought this cleanser hoping that it would be better for my skin type not thinking about how the 
ingredients could be could be harmful by themselves. Since these products are practically the 
same price, once I am done using the Yes To Tomatoes cleanser, I will definitely switch to the Acure 
cleanser.



Which One  Is the Better Facial Cleanser?

Contains the Fragrance ingredient 
which can contain any number of 
synthetic ingredients that 
companies are not complied to list.

Certified Organic Personal Care 
product

Contains all clean ingredients that are 
safe to the human body and safe for 
our environment

Contains ingredients like 
Glyceryl Undecylenate and 
Sodium Coco-sulfate which 
affect your hormones, and are 
known irritators. 




